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List of Reading Passages

1 . North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)

2 . The North  American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

3. Population Growth “Threatens Literacy”

4. Political Power

5. The Bandit Queen

6 . The World’s Urban Explosion

7. Thailand in the 1990’s
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1. M~?ULLl(ilJ~?l11~JMUlU~~aLM~WA

(Markers of Purpose or Reason)

2 .  ~ri?~ll~cilJ~al~~~~Jll~~~~l~~~t~U

(Markers of Fact and Opinion)

3 .  MJ,,t,,,Jnl5t~urftut~~~5~t~u~~a~a~~tt~J

(Markers of Additional Explanation or Argument)

4 .  Mli?uus”J~~H?uarElniivrdoJ

(Markers of Cause and Effect or Result)

5 .  M~aOLL~“Jijaur91tLB~~aQUU~_jlu

(Markers of Conditions and Hypothetical Situations)

6 .  miarrttmJnl5@~aw

(Markers of Conclusion)
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1. wri?sLL5V(ilJC;I?1U~JHUlUH~aLHmWB

(Markers of Purpose or Reason)

Markers:

to + verb

in order to

in order that

because, for

so as to

so that

in the hope that

Example:

1. The Philippines pooled about $350 million $g get its facilities for  the APEC forum

prepared.

Q. For what purpose

1

did the Philippines pool about $350 million?

Why

A. To get its facilities for the APEC forum prepared.

2. India Prime Minister H.D. Deve Gowda send an SOS for help because parts of the

southern coastal state of Andhra Pradesh were brutally struck by a cyclone and

more than 2,000 people were killed in the calamity. The Prime Minister appealed for

help to Indians overseas and NGOs.

Q.  Why did India’s Prime Minister ask for help?

A. Because the southern coastal area was seriously damaged by a cyclone.
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2.1 vl~?PJLKGl&t?%&  (Markers of Fact)

Markers:

Names : person, place

Numbers, data

Dates

_ WHO?

_ WHAT?
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North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)

North Atlantic Treaty Organization, NATO, is an intergovernmental organization

that was founded in 1949 as a military and political alliance of Western European

countries, the United States and Canada. NATO has 16 members: Belgium, Canada,

Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands, Norway,

Portugal. Spain, Turkey, United Kingdom and United States.

NATO was set up as a counterweight to the Soviet Union and its Eastern

European allies, which formed the Warsaw Pact in 1955. Providing for the collective

defence  of its member states, it operates an integrated military structure under

centralized control and command.

The period between the collapse of communist rule in Eastern Europe in 1989

and the formal dissolution of the Warsaw Pact and disintegration of the Soviet Union in

1991 marked the end of the Cold War and transformed the political and security

situation in Europe. NATO redefined its tasks and policies and undertook a major
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restructuring of its military wing. NATO now also sees itself as-and is widely seen as-a

key player in the construction of a new pan-European security system. To this end it is

strengthening ties with other intergovernmental organizations such as the Conference on

Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) and the Western European Union (WEU),

and developing cooperation with its former adversaries,

In January 1994 NATO issued an invitation to other European states to join a

new cooperation structure, the Partnership for Peace (PFP), which was intended in part

as a response to the wish expressed by several Eastern European countries to join

NATO. Within six months nearly all of the countries invited, including Russia, had

signed up to the programme.

NATO’s charter establishes clear principles and arranges for consultation co-

operation and joint action in peacekeeping, mutual defence, arms control, nuclear safety,

non proliferation and emergency relief.

Condensed from Harry Drost. 1995. What’s what and Who’s Who in Europe.

London : Casseli,  440-444.
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Direction: Fill in the blanks with appropriate facts from the passage.

1. NATO stands for

Answer : North Atlantic Treaty Organization.

2. NATO was founded in

Answer : 1949

3. Initially, there were 16 members of NATO which included :

Answer : Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Italy,

Luxemberg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, United

Kingdom and United States.

4. The countries that formed the Warsaw Pact in 1955 were

Answer : the Soviet Union and Eastern European countries.

5. The Warsaw Pact was dissolved in

Answer : 1991

6. CSCE stands for

Answer : the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.

Markers:

2. Modals n'rfJlhJhJ  7 + Verb

can, could LLB(ilJ  possibility

may, might

will, would
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should, ought to LLl(jlJ  probability, advice

must, have to LLa(ilJ  certainty, necessity

2. Modifiers hIJ11lWilJ 7 ~?utUidl~~lv?FI~J~M~ntl~~

possible, possibly, impossible

likely, definitely, not likely, unfavorable

3. Over-generalization words ~ln~l7ti%&&.&~%

never, always, all the time, etc.

4. Pronouns ttndixr$m  ~12~~~lU~~OU~lUL~UJ~?M~ln
everyone, no one

all, none

only, some

5. Loaded, emotional words dl~cil~l~~~J~l~~~~ulaaj

disgusting, blame, crook

6. Opinion statements h~3U~~ZhWFlJFl?lJJi%lLh

I think, believe, feel, claim that-

I  am sure that -

He says, believes

I t  i s  sa id  tha t -

It has been said that-

It is believed t h a t -

thought

claimed

There is a belief

It is possible t h a t -

probable

likely
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Example:

1

PI

P2

North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

President Bush believed correctly that “trade, not aid” would best 1

serve the cause of hemispheric prosperity. A major step toward

achieving that goal had occurred two weeks earlier, when the President and

Mexican President Carlos Salinas  de Gortari had announced their intent to

negotiate a free-trade agreement, The process that would eventually 5

lead to the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) had begun.

By then, of course, a new Democratic President and Congress

had been elected. Final approval of NAFTA had to wait. Rut its ultimate

form was all but identical to the one negotiated under President Bush.

And lthink today it is, as we always believed it would be, one of 1 0

George Bush’s enduring legacies. Not only has the agreement created

a free-trade zone 375 million inhabitants strong, but it represents

a truly historic breakthrough in our relations with Mexico and the rest

of Latin America. By the end of the Bush administration, Chile was already

formally seeking to join NAFTA. Other Latin American countries were 15

close behind. President Bush’s vision of a hemispheric system of free

trade---larger even than Ronald Reagan’s dream of a North American

Common Market---had captured the imagination of a continent.
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P3

P4

At the beginning of this century, one of my predecessors, John

Hay, declared that “the Mediterranean is the ocean of the past, the Atlantic 20

the ocean of the present, and the Pacific the ocean of the future”.

By the time I became Secretary of State, Hay’s prophecy was rapidly

becoming a fact: the year 2000 would herald the beginning of the

“Pacific Century”. My job was to make sure the United States u

be a major part of it.

Above all, I was determined that any move toward economic

integration in East Asia include the United States. At State, I would

tn/ check any move by the East Asians to exclude us---gentlv  if

I could not so gently if I must. But I wanted also to use broadened-8

economic cooperation in more positive ways. Closer links to the

economies of East Asia would help open up dynamic markets

to American exports and investment. In addition, they would

complement our existing political and strategic ties to a region

that we had considered vital since the time of Teddy Roosevelt

(Theodore Roosevelt).

25

30

35

Baker Ill. James, A. 1995. The Politics of Diplomacy. New York: G.P.

Putnum’s Sons, 606-609.

Examples: P. 1, lines 2-4

Fact: A major step toward achieving that goal had occurred two weeks earlier,

when the President and Mexican President Carlos Salinas de Gortari had-

announced their intent to negotiate a free-trade agreement.
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Example: PI, lines 5-6

@:  The process that would eventually lead to the North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) had beaun.

Example: P2, lines 11-12

Fact: Not only has the agreement created a free-trade zone 375 million

inhabitants strong ,...........

Example: PI, lines l-2

Opinion: President Bush believed correctly that “trade, not aid” would best

serve the cause of hemispheric prosperity.

Example: P2, lines lo-11

Opinion: And lthink  today it is, as we always believed it M be, one of

George Bush’s endurinq legacies.

Example: P2, lines 16-16

Opinion: President Bush’s vision of a hemispheric system of free trade-

larger gven  than Ronald Reagan’s dream of a North American

Common Market --- had captured the imagination of a continent.
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Directions: Read the passage and state which information is a fact or an opinion

statement.

1. John Hay declared that “The Mediterranean is the ocean of the past, the Atlantic the

ocean of the present, and the Pacific the ocean of the future”.

Fact I Opinion (P3,  L 19-21)

2. The year 2000 would herald the beginning of the “Pacific Century”.

Fact I Opinion (P3, L 23-24)

3. I was determined that any move toward economic integration in East Asia include the

United States.

Fact I Opinion (P4,  L 26-27)

4. --gently if I @, not so gently if I must.

Fact I Opinion (P4,  L 28-29)

5. In addition, they u complement our existing political and strategic ties to a

region that we had considered vital since the time of Teddy Roosevelt.

Fact I Opinion (P4,  L 32-33)

3. wri?errwcil\rnlstRurcR’rura’iasrl~~t~~~~~~~~~tt~J

(Markers of Additional Explanation or Argument)

~dn~tiju~~-nFii7rs~~~~~~~~n~i~~~~~~~  M”Tab~Ut~U~~=~iiiM~~~n~i~

t.$~~l&&N~~pf~,WdJ  @il~~~i?Jtn~~~~ln  Markers dojl)$

Markers:

and, also, too

besides, in addition

as well as,

moreover, furthermore

above all

not only...but also...
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Directions: Read the passage and answer the questions.

“How many people can the earth hold? Will birth and death rates

continue to decline? Can food production keep a pace of population growth? Can

technology supplement or replace today’s resources? What are the long-term effects of

pollution on health, climate, and farm production?”

Debate over such issues has spawned volumes, as scholars look to the

future with varying degrees of optimism and gloom. In a lecture titled “The Terror of

Change,” Patricia Gulas Strauch cited three aspects of our future about which there is

little disagreement. The speed of change will accelerate. Besides the world will be-3

increasingly complex. Moreover, nations and world issues will be increasingly

interdependent.

The problems facing Third World megacities not only cannot be ignored

by developed countries, u we g& cannot look to the past for solutions. There is no

precedent for such growth.

Source: Excerpts from “The World’s Urban Explosion” by Robert W. Fox. First published

in National Geographic, August 1984. Copyright @ 1984 Robert W. Fox. Reprinted by

permission of the author.

Brown, H. Douglas; Cohen, Deborah S.; and O’Day,  Jennifer. 1991. Challenges.

New Jersey: Prentice Hall Regents, 34.

-------_---------_-_________I_________

1. In “The Terror of Change”, what are the three aspects of the world’s future?

a. The speed of change will accelerate.

b. The world will be increasingly complex.

c. Nations and world issues will be increasingly interdependent.

d. All are correct
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2. Which is correct?

a. We can solve the problem of megacities the same way as we did in the past.

b. The population growth will be the world problem like never before.

c. There will be no problems facing the population growth in the Third World.

d. a and c

Markers of Cause:

as, since, for

due to, owing to

affect, cause

lead to, make

because, because of

bring about

on account of

come from, result in

Markers of Effect or Result:

hence, thus, so result in,

therefore, consequently as a result

as a consequence as.....that

for this reason that is why

Example:

Cairo, AFP

Population growth “threatens literacy”

Arab countries will be unable to conquer illiteracy because of a

population boom on the eve of the 21st Century, the Arab League has warned.
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According to a report published by the 22-member pan-Arab

organisation, the overall rate of illiteracy in the Arab world was nearly 44 percent, and

56 percent of the illiterates were women.

“The number of illiterates has risen because of heavy demographic

growth,” the report said.

Brown, H. Douglas; Cohen, Deborah S.; and O’Day,  Jennifer. 1991. Challenges. New

Jersey: Prentice Hall Regents, 32.

Cause

= population boom

heavy demographic growth

Effect or Result

= illiteracy

- overall rate of illiteracy 44%

- 56% of the illiterates were women

____________________--------------------

Vocabulary

on the eve of = ~?JX6:l?alfi6U~It~&I  The period just before some

important event

demographics = the statistical study of human populations, especially their size

aXi~7ux.&ira7ns and distribution, the number of births and deaths.

Q. What is the cause of the future illiteracy problem in Arab countries?

A. A population boom or heavy demographic growth
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Q. “On the eve of the 21”  century” means-.

A. The period just before the 216  century.

Q. Almost 44% of the Arabs wereL

A. Illiterates.

Q. “56% of the illiterates were women” meansA

A. More women are illiterates than men.

Markers:

if, unless (if not)

on condition that

provided

Directions: Read the paragraph and choose the correct answers.

Political Power

!f you think about it a minute, legitimacy, sovereignty, and authority

are variations on the first term, legitimacy. B a government’s rule is legitimate, it has

legitimacy. jf  a country’s existence is legitimate, it has sovereignty. 1 a leader’s rule is

legitimate, he or she has authority. All three terms can be grouped under the heading

politital  power.

Roskin Michael G. et al. 1994. Political Science: An Introduction. 5”  ed. New Jersey: Prentice Hall. 7.
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Vocabulary

legitimacy = mlulmJ6arrng~ulfJ

1. The quality or state of being legitimate,

2. Conforming to recognized principles or accepted rules

or standards.

legitimate (adj.)= &KW~WngMaW born in wedlock

sovereignty

popular sovereignty

sovereign power

1. To give legal status to-

2. Sanctioned by law or custom; lawful

= ?~~lXJWl

The quality of being supreme in power, rank, or authority.

= d1l.m  af3Jl~~uaJllaJau

In the United States, the people are sovereign and

the government is considered their agent.

= dlul~o~lJ~afJ

sovereign state = ~iJLOtlVLi

authority = 1. dlUl0M~l~,  the right to do something

2 .  Lhllh~

3. &l6fll~+flMii5l a government corporation

theory of authority = ni-p$m.m~Ui~

authorization = ni-iayp,  ni~l%iuio

authority = 1. The power inherent in a specific position or function that

allows an incumbent to perform assigned duties and

assume delegated responsibilities.

2. The feature of a leader or an institution that compels

others to grant it obedience, usually because of some

ascribed legitimacy.
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1. A country with political power is the one that -.

a. has a legitimate ruler b. has sovereignty

c. has a leader with authority d. All are correct

2 . __ the leader of a government is legitimate, he has L

a. Unless, political power b. If, authority

c. Though, legitimacy d. On condition that, sovereignty

6 .  wtiauua~Jni5n5d~alu

(Markers of Conclusion)

Markers:

thus, therefore as a result

in conclusion in brief, in short

as a conclusion in summary

it can be concluded that to sum up

ihn55un75Ch.d  4

,

Directions: Read the paragraph and Choose the correct answers.

In her campaign for the lower-caste Samajwadi Party, the Bandit Queen,

Phoolan Devi, turned her criminal past into an asset, painting herself as a latter-day

Robin Hood with a feminist twist. She has even described the Behmai massacre as

revenge against the high-caste landlords who-she claimed had gang-raped her. !n-

conclusion, she is popular precisely because she is charged with taking the law into her

own hands.

The Economist  (15-21 February 1997): 27
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Vocabulary

campaign

lower caste

high-caste

massacre

= nimd (iru’LIm%iinr$nuan7M),  nirrnbw-T
a series of activities designed to bring about a political result.

= 355Wdl

= -m&qJ

a system of rigid social stratification in Hinduism, in India

= nisniiM$  the killing of many persons under cruel

circumstances

gang rape = ni3iuQutUrav~

is charged with = is accused of by the police

1. What was the strategy that the Bandit Queen used in her campaign?

a. She used her criminal past to her advantage, projecting herself as a heroine.

b. She moved as a women’s lib leader.

c. She revenged the higher caste people who had gang-raped her.

d. She used violence as a revenge for the lower caste.

2. The Bandit Queen won popularity in India because-.

a. she was a high-caste representative

b. she was a feminist

c. she justified her own type of justice

d. she was a lawyer

3. She is charged with taking the law into her own hands.

a. Being a lawyer.

b. Having a criminal record.

c. Acting as if she were an executioner.

d. Making use of laws for others’ benefit.
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By Robert W. Fox

The World’s Urban Explosion

Human population reached one billion in the early 19’h century, two

billion in 1930, and by 1975 the number doubled again. The lion’s share of this

increase will occur in the emerging nations. Advances in technology and medicine that

allow us longer, healthier lives have bouyed population size and growth rates-and thus

created challenges of magnitudes the world has never before faced.

Urban authorities worldwide are declaring their regions to be in crisis

situations with drastic shortcomings in housing, water, sewage, transportation, and job

opportunities. Industrial and residential uses and speculation often take over valuable

farmland. Rapid population growth and urbanization will continue into the foreseeable

future. Third World cities will hold nearly four billion residents by 2025.

The upsurge in Third World urban populations has overwhelmed

resources. Sprawling slums, massive traffic jams, chronic unemployment, regular failure

of electric and water services, strained educational and recreational facilities,

and skyrocketing food and fuel costs are the stuff of daily existence.

Human population grows much like a savings account accruing

compound interest--greater amounts yield greater amounts of interest. English

economist Thomas Malthus  cited this fact in his 1789 “Essay on the Principle of

Population,” warning that human numbers--if unchecked--would soon outweigh the ability

of the earth to feed them.

The U.N. projects that by 2025 the number of African reproductive-age

women will have risen to 430 million, and 42 million children will enter the world that

year. In a lecture titled “The Terror of Change”, Patricia Gulas Strauch cited three

aspects of our future about which there is little disagreement:

- The speed of change will accelerate.

- The world will be increasingly complex.

- Nations and world issues will be increasingly interdependent.
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Thus, the problems facing Third World megacities cannot be ignored by

developed countries.

Adapted from “Facts, figures and predictions on the overpopulation problems”,

National Geographic, August 1984.

Brown H.D.; Cohen, D.S.; and O’Day,  J. 1991. Challenges. New Jersey: Prentice Hall

Regents, 33-34.

Directions: Make an appropriate answer to the questions.

Q. What is the cause and the effect of the population growth?

A. Advances in technology and medicine have helped increase the

population growth because we can live longer.

cause = advances in technology and medicine

effect = the population growth (because we can live longer)

The following sentences show markers of __

1 . Cities can expect to suffer because of rapid population growth.

=

2 . Third World cities g hold nearly four billion residents by 2025.

=

3. English economist Thomas Malthus cited this fact in his 1789 “Essay on the

Principle of Population”.

=

4. Thus, the problems facing Third World megacities cannot be ignored by developed

countries.
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Directions: The passage describes Thailand in the 1990s. Analyse  the following

statements and indicate the types of markers fit for each one. Give your answers in the

( ) by the number of the following markers

1.  Markers of Purpose or Reason

2. Markers of Fact and Opinion

3. Markers of Additional Explanation or Argument

4. Markers of Cause and Effect or Result

5. Markers of Conditions and Hypothetical Situations

6. Markers of Conclusion
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I
Thailand in the 1990s

The final decade of the twentieth century saw, for the first time, the rising

hope for regional peace and the expansion of democracy throughout the world as the

Berlin Wall was pulled down and the collabse  of communism in Eastern European

countries. The Soviet Union and the United States entered into an unprecedented stage

of cooperation to arrest the nuclear arms race and resolve regional conflicts throughout

the world.

The end of the Cold War and the new wind of change had favourably been

conducive to a search for peace in Cambodia. Vietnam withdrew its troops from

Cambodia as its leaders in Hanoi realized that the time had come for their
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government to concentrate on economic development and the improvement of the well-

being of the Vietnamese people. Countries that once were hostile to one another began

to seek friendship, understanding and cooperation.

Thailand is also committed to intensifying its economic cooperation at

multilateral fora. in particular at GATT, to achieve a comprehensive and balanced

package of the new trade order under the Uruguay Round. Thailand has also been an

active member of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). whose aim and

objective is to enhance free trade and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond.

Thailand and Southeast Asia

Thailand firmly believes that the key to genuine stability and prosperity for

the whole of Southeast Asia lies in creating greater economic interdependence among

the‘countries in the region, based on commonality of interests and mutual benefits. This

will not only lead to increased prosperity for all, but also decrease the likelihood of

regional conflicts. Such interdependence can be achieved through an expanding

network of formal and informal linkages, at the bilateral, multilateral, and regional levels.

It would be in Thailand’s best interest if her neighbours are prosperous and

at peace. In 1992, the Thai Government expanded its economic and technical

assistance programme to an unprecedented budget level of 203 million baht in fiscal

year 1993, to provide bilateral aid to her less fortunate neighbours in Indochina and

elsewhere. Through this programme, Thailand hopes to help her friends build up their

physical infrastructure, particularly roads, railways and waterways. At the same time, it

hopes to assist in human resource development to acquire the skills essential for

improving the countries’ competitiveness in the international market.

On a sub-regional level, Thailand has taken serious steps to strengthen her

cooperation with Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar. In addition to having a strong

cultural affinity, the five countries are joined together by the Mekong River,

which forms an essential lifeline for all these riparian states. Talks and studies are

being conducted to also link southern China with northern Myanmar, Laos and Thailand
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by roads to enhance people-to-people contacts, and cooperation in trade and tourism.

Thailand, sharing a long border with Myanmar, would like to see positive changes in

Myanmar. That is why it believes isolating Myanmar would be counter-productive.

Thus, it should extend constructive cooperation to enable Myanmar to play a more

constructive role in a family of nations in Southeast Asia.

The National Identity Board. Thailand in the 90’s.  272-275

Directions: Read the following sentences and indicate the types of marker fit for the

sentence.

1. The final decade of the twentieth century saw, for the first time, the rising hope for

regional peace and the expansion of democracy throughout the world. (.............  ..)

2. The Soviet Union and the United States entered into an unprecedented stage of

cooperation to arrest the nuclear arms race and resolve regional conflicts throughout the

world. (. . . . . . ..)

3. Thailand is a& committed to intensifying its economic cooperation at multilateral

fora. (...............)

4 . . ..the  Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), whose aim and objective 5

enhance free trade and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond. (...............)

5 . . ..lies  in creating greater economic interdependence among the countries in the

region. (...............)

6. This will not only lead increased prosperity for all, but also decrease the likelihood

of regional conflicts. (.. . . . . . . . ..)

7 . It would be in Thailand’s best interest 1 her neighbours are prosperous and at peace.

(...............)
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8. In 1992. the Thai Government expanded its economic and technical assistance

programme to an unprecedented budget level of 203 million baht in fiscal  vear 1993, to

provide bilateral aid to her less fortunate neighbours in Indochina and elsewhere.

(...............)

9. In addition to having a strong cultural affinity,  the five  countries are joined together by

the Mekong River, which forms an essential lifeline for all these riparian states,

(...............)
I I

(riparian adj. = %Jt%LL&t)

IO. That is why it believes isolating Myanmar would be counter-productive. Thus,  it

should extend constructive cooperation to enable Myanmar to play a more constructive

role in a family of nations in Southeast Asia. (...............)
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